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ABSTRACT
Background: Tolerance induction oral immunotherapy, unique to our centre and termed the Tolerance Induction
Program (TIP), has shown promise as a safe form of treatment in peanut allergic children. Evaluations of emerging
treatments for peanut allergy typically report from a population average perspective. Our study sought to compare
rate of decline in peanut-skin prick testing wheal size and sIgE following one year of high dose, weekly peanut
immunotherapy using the standard population average approach to findings that account for subject variation in
intercepts and slopes.
Methods: This is a descriptive study in 51 peanut allergic children who underwent TIP at the Translational
Pulmonary and Immunology Research Centre in Long Beach, California. Post intervention reductions in peanutwheal size and sIgE were assessed using Wilcoxen signed rank test and mixed effects modelling procedures.
Results: The population average approach estimated reduction in wheal size to 29% of baseline value (p<0.001),
compared to 41% after adjustment for random intercepts and slopes, p<0.001. Reduction in sIgE to 30% of baseline
value using the population average approach (p<0.001), compared to 46% in the random intercepts model (p<0.001),
and 44% in the random intercepts and slopes model (p=0.064).
Conclusions: Tolerance induction oral immunotherapy significantly reduced peanut-SPT wheal size and sIgE in
peanut allergic children. The subject specific approach produced more conservative effect estimates than observed
using the standard population average approach.
Keywords: Peanut-allergic children; High dose oral immunotherapy; Tolerance induction program; Mixed effects
model; Precision medicine

INTRODUCTION
Peanut allergy has the highest mortality rate among food-induced
allergic reactions in the United States [1]. Albeit rare, food
anaphylaxis mortality is recognized with particular risk in
treatment refractory states which may involve 3-5% of severe
reactions [2]. Allergen avoidance is the first line of defense.
Immunotherapy provides a pathway from avoidance to
prevention by desensitization that has high potential impact
given only ~20% of children at best may reduce their peanut
allergy with age [2,3]. However, classical Oral Immunotherapy

(OIT) studies demonstrate reaction rates and epinephrine use
are both higher in patients undergoing OIT compared to
patients either receiving placebo or practicing strict avoidance
[4]. Additionally, OIT studies rarely demonstrate the aspects of
long term efficacy with intermittent sustained unresponsiveness.
Children who demonstrate positive peanut allergy diagnostics in
Skin Prick Test (SPT) wheal size (>3 mm) and sIgE (>0.35 kU/L)
present the classical at risk phenotype of anaphylaxis [4]. With
the addition of clinical history of anaphylaxis and elevated
serum IgE component resolved diagnostics specific to peanut,
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the classical at risk group evolves into the highest risk group of
anaphylaxis demonstrating both sensitization and clinical
reactivity [5]. To date, peanut oral immunotherapy focuses on
minimal desensitization evidenced by the patient’s ability to pass
a 600 mg to 4,000 mg peanut protein challenge [6]. Such a
threshold results in the clinical belief a patient may now be
exposed to small amounts of peanut accidentally without
clinical reactivity thus mitigating disease risk. However, the long
term compliance to such daily regimens has been called into
doubt thereby limiting the benefit of such an approach [7]. Our
centre, utilizing complex molecular analytics, evaluates hundreds
of markers specific to each patient to individually desensitize
peanut anaphylactic patients to 30 g of peanut protein safely.
Upon passing a 30 g protein challenge, equivalent to 75-80
peanuts, patients demonstrate 7 days of sustained
unresponsiveness. Essentially, patients at this stage are able to
eat 25-30 g of peanut protein once weekly thereby achieving a
unique form of tolerance “induction” allowing patients to eat
substantial amounts of peanuts without mounting an allergic
molecular or clinical immune response. Our Tolerance
Induction Program (TIP) has shown promise as a form of
treatment in peanut anaphylactic children [8]. An integral next
step in assessing TIP effectiveness requires an approach that
aligns with precision medicine [9] and considers confluence of
non-normal data [10,11].
No forms of oral immunotherapy to date set a primary goal of
achieving very high-dose oral immunotherapy administered in
weekly intervals. In patient groups treated for several years
utilizing low dose classical oral immunotherapy, only 0.07% of
patients would qualify for a 4 week sustained unresponsiveness
challenge [12]. The risk of receiving high dose oral
immunotherapy must be closely monitored while undergoing
treatment and to protect against reactions post immunotherapy
after achieving maintenance dosing schedule [13-16]. Similarly,
the maintenance model of dosing must reflect typical patient
compliance in any form of treatment. The TIP protocol focuses
on achieving a one week interval, high dose protein intake
schedule thus balancing compliance and efficacy. Our study
focuses on the one year impact of this approach on a cohort of
TIP patients.
The majority of studies to date have examined improvement
following oral immunotherapy based on the average effect in
their study population. Our study proposes to examine
differential baseline sensitization and responses to tolerance
induction via TIP across subjects and to quantify average
effectiveness using individual patient trajectories as compared to
expectations based on a population averaged approach.

METHODS
Patients
This was a descriptive study in peanut allergic children ages 6-15
years who received TIP therapy at TPIRC from January 2014 to
July 2016. Inclusion criteria were patients maintained at least
one anaphylactic episode of clinical history of Grade 2
anaphylaxis or higher within 5 years of study entry, and
demonstrated a peanut SPT>3 mm and Ara h2 component
J Allergy Ther, Vol.10 Iss.2 No:289

resolved diagnostics>1.0 kU/L. No food challenge to peanut was
required. Patients were all endotype 1 of 5 who met specific
molecular cut-offs defined by hundreds of pro allergic and
tolerance markers. Each parent and patient was told the
standard of care for peanut allergy was avoidance and
preparedness for treating reactions. Written informed consent
was obtained under the Institutional Review Board at Miller
Children’s and Women’s Hospital, Long Beach, California.

Study process and design
TIP involves utilization of support vector machine analytics
assessing hundreds of pro allergic markers (skin prick testing,
component resolved diagnostics, immunocap specific IgE,
histamine release assay, peripheral eosinophil count) as well as
tolerance markers (cytokine profiles, IgG4 specifics, total IgG4,
total IgG) across collected patient data since 2007. Currently,
the analytics process organizes an incoming patient’s specific
markers against the molecular groupings of the database. Once
analyzed, the patient’s markers are assessed into an endotype
solely based on molecular data and then the defatted peanut
protein product composition is tailored to their specific markers
rather than a uniform dose population approach. Specific
homologous epitopes associated amongst plant proteins
available on the plant protein database pFAM14 are utilized to
generate treatment algorithms resulting in direct oral food
challenges or rapid sequence immunotherapy followed by food
challenges in preparation for TIP peanut exposure. Peanut
product utilized in treatment involved whole peanut protein
from runner peanuts allowing for the total exposure of peanut
storage proteins and other epitopes (85% defatted peanut milled
flour). Peanut dosing began with 1 mg whole peanut protein
followed by weekly escalations at home. Intermittent 6 week up
dose challenges occurred reaching 80 mg, 400 mg, and 2,000
mg. The final peanut food challenge in the initial plateau phase
of TIP was 12,000 mg (32-33 peanuts). After passing the 10 g
peanut protein challenge, patients maintained 8 g peanut
protein daily (20-22 peanuts) for 4 months. The patients then
underwent a 30 g peanut protein challenge (75 peanuts)
followed by weekly maintenance of 30 g once weekly. The
patients could eat trace exposures of peanut (<1 g of peanut
protein) in the interval time period weekly. The protocol
permitted adjustments to the weekly home up-dosing schedule
as needed, for example, temporary dose stoppages were allowed
while subjects were suffering from symptoms of an upper
respiratory infection or influenza, or during menses. Subjects
were cautioned against activities likely to increase reactivity
within one hour after dosing. After one year of high dose
peanut protein exposure at 30 g weekly, patients underwent
repeat marker analysis. The exposure rate as described served as
a template of sustained unresponsiveness where the amount of
exposure between dose exposure and non-exposure is reflective
of real world dietary risk exposure.
No patients were on omalizumab prior or during treatment. No
patients were on any form of systemic steroids as well. Only as
needed antihistamines were utilized by patient preference for
seasonal rhinitis symptoms.
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Assessment of clinical efficacy and side effects
The Translational Pulmonary and Immunology Research
Center’s (TPIRC) food allergy branch in Long Beach, California,
performs extensive RAST and skin-prick testing to peanut in
addition to measurement of other entry diagnostic markers.
Specific IgE antibodies to peanut were measured using the
ImmunoCap (Phadia, Kalamazoo, MI) fluorescent enzyme
immunoassay in our laboratory. Additional measures collected
at baseline and 12 month follow-up included Ara h pro allergy
markers Ara h 1, Ara h 2, Ara h 3, Ara h 8, and Ara h 9, antiallergy marker IgG4-peanut, and associated markers IgG subclass
4, IgG total, and IgE total. Adverse events were documented
utilizing a 24/7 on call phone and email system which records
every adverse event. Patient diaries were not used. However,
patient intake assessments were taken during every visit to assure
compliance and provide a secondary source of adverse event
data.

(pre) and 12 months later (post intervention). Wilcoxon-sign
rank test assessed significance of distributional shift for each
marker. Next, a subject-specific approach using mixed effects
modelling assessed outcomes peanut-SPT wheal size and sIgE
under two model assumptions: M1) random intercept and fixed
slope, and M2) random intercept and random slope. These
models were compared to the reduced model that assumed no
intervention effect (no fixed effect included in model) by calling
ANOVA on the fitted object and performing the LR test on
variance components using the χ2 distribution. This process
was repeated in examination of anti-allergy marker IgG4 peanut.
The generalized linear mixed modelling procedure used the
package (lme4) in R with specification of gamma family and log
link. Analyses were performed using R version 3.5.0 (R
Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

RESULTS

Statistical analyses

Compliance and adverse events

In the 51 patients, distribution of pro-allergy, anti-allergy, and
associated markers were described by median [IQR] at baseline

Patient reported compliance on weekly 30 g dose requirements
was 87% across 3 month intervals during one year of follow up.

Table 1: Describes change in pro allergy, anti-allergy, and associated markers from a population perspective (N=51 patients). ¤P-value based on
Wilcoxen sign rank test and median [IQR] reported; bRatio of IgG4/IgE calculated after conversion of units for IgE to ng/ml [IgE*2.4]; Log10 (IgG4/
IgE)=LN(IgG4/IgE)/LN(10).
P-value¤

Pre

Post

Pro allergy markers

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

SPT Peanut (mm)

14.00 [5.50-20.00]

4.00 [2.00-9.00]

P<0.001

Peanut IgE (kU/L)

53.00 [5.75-101.00]

16.10 [3.25,41.90]

P<0.001

Ara 1

1.20 [0.54-14.85]

1.60 [0.17-6.67]

P<0.001

Ara 2

20.50 [2.26-101.00]

13.30 [1.08-40.35]

P<0.001

Ara 3

0.40 [0.06-5.26]

0.21 [0.00-1.62]

P<0.001

Ara 8

0.00 [0.00-0.00]

0.00 [0.00-0.00]

P=0.034

Ara 9

0.00 [0.00-0.00]

0.00 [0.00-0.10]

P=0.147

1190 [340, 2310]

12400 [9515, 25300]

P<0.001

IgG Subclass 4 (μg/ml)

22000 [4000, 32100]

47000 [32500, 75100]

P<0.001

IgG Total (μg/ml)

896000 [745000, 960500]

910000 [843850, 1126500]

P<0.001

Total IgE (kU/L)

397.0 [159.5-945.5]

315.0 [151.5-539.5]

P=0.041

Ratio IgG4/IgE b

0.91 [0.30-2.42]

16.40 [6.14-31.05]

P<0.001

Arah Components

Anti-allergy marker
IgG4 Peanut (μg/ml)
Associated markers
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Log10 (IgG4/IgE)

0.05 [-0.36, 0.47]

1.27 [0.79, 1.54]

P<0.001

Figure 1: Describes random intercepts and random slopes in model examining SPT peanut wheal size (mm) in 51 patients before and after
participation in the Tolerance Induction Program (TIP). Delta determined using generalized linear mixed effect model with specification of gamma
distribution and log link.

No significant gastrointestinal events were reported. Two
patients reported intermittent oral pruritus which did not
require treatment. One patient reported one episode of urticaria
outside of 72 hours of treatment dose which responded to
diphenhydramine. No patient suffered anaphylaxis during
immunotherapy.

J Allergy Ther, Vol.10 Iss.2 No:289

Tolerance induction program effect on parameters using
an average population approach
Profile of pro-allergy, anti-allergy, and associated markers in the
pre and post periods is described for our patient population in
Table 1. SPT wheal size shrank from a median of 14.0 to 4.0 mm
in the population, p<0.001. Peanut specific IgE reduced from a
median of 53 to 16 kU/L, p<0.001. Ara h components also
significantly decreased following the intervention (p<0.05), with
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exception of Ara h 9 (p=0.147). Anti-allergy marker IgG4
increased substantially from a median of 1,190 to 12,400
μg/ml, p<0.001. On average, associated IgG markers increased
and total IgE decreased, p<0.05.

Tolerance induction program effect on SPT peanut
specific wheal size
SPT peanut specific wheal size was reduced post intervention to
41% of the baseline value after adjustment for random

intercepts, M1 p<0.001, and with adjustment for both random
intercepts and slopes, M2 p<0.001 (Table 2). Wheal size
reduction estimated from M2 was -6.7 mm (11.3 to 4.6 mm).
Trajectory of SPT wheal size pre to post period for each subject
is shown in Figure 1. The median reduction based on the
subject specific model was to 43% of the baseline size compared
to 29% using the population average approach. This translated
to an average reduction of -6.0 mm compared to -10.0 mm,
respectively, assuming an initial wheal size of 14 mm (median).

Table 2: SPT peanut wheal size (mm) estimated under two model assumptions (random intercept and fixed slope, random intercept and random
slope). Model parameters and effects are described for both modelsa.
Model term estimates on the log scale (∆ is in
original units)
M1 Random Intercept and Fixed Slope

M2 Random Intercept and Random Slope

Model Summary
σs

0.626

0.059

σt:s

----

1.073

σ

0.426

0.00004

µ(SE), p-value

2.394 (0.141), p<0.001

2.428 (0.083), p<0.001

α1(SE), p-value

-0.903 (0.064), p<0.001

-0.898 (0.150), p<0.001

∆, slope=EXP(α1)

∆=0.405, assume fixed slope

∆=0.407, assume random slopes Median ∆=0.429
IQR [0.286, 0.638]

11.0 mm

11.3 mm

4.4 mm

4.6 mm

M1 vs. M0b,

M2 vs. M0b,

Χ2(1), p<0.001

Χ2(3), p<0.001

PRE
estimated
scale=EXP(µ)
POST
estimated
value=∆*PRE

intercept

from

LR test

on

pre

original

intercept

aThe

generalized linear mixed modelling procedure with specification of gamma family and log link; bModel was compared to the reduced model
(M0) that assumed no intervention effect (random intercept only) by calling ANOVA on the fitted object and performing the LR test on variance
components using the χ2 distribution; σ=standard deviation for random effects on log scale; σs=subject standard deviation; σt:s=effect of
difference from pre to post variability across subjects standard deviation; σ=error standard deviation; µ=overall intercept (coefficient for fixed effect
for SPT in pre period on log scale); α1=coefficient for fixed effect of time (pre vs. post) on log scale; ∆ represents the multiplicative effect on the
original scale determined by exponentiation (e.g. ∆ of 0.407 would indicate expected reduction to 40.7% of original value, say from 11.3 to
4.6=(0.407*11.3 mm)).

Tolerance induction program effect on peanut specific
IgE level
Peanut specific IgE was reduced to 46% of the baseline value in
the random intercepts model, M1 p<0.001, and to 59% of the
baseline value in the random intercept and random slopes
model, M2, p=0.064) (Table 3). Peanut sIgE reduction estimated
from M2 was -9.2 kU/L (22.2 to 13.0 kU/L). Trajectory of

J Allergy Ther, Vol.10 Iss.2 No:289

peanut sIgE from pre to post period for each subject is shown in
Figure 2. Median reduction based on the subject specific model
was to 44% of the baseline level compared to 30% using the
population averaged approach. This translated to an average
reduction in peanut specific IgE of -30 kU/L compared to -37
kU/L, respectively, assuming an initial sIgE level of 53 kU/L
(median).
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Figure 2: Describes random intercepts and random slopes in model examining peanut IgE (kU/L) in 51 patients before and after participation in the
Tolerance Induction Program (TIP). Delta determined using generalized linear mixed effect model with specification of gamma distribution and log
link.

Tolerance induction program effect explains significant
variation in peanut specific wheal size, sIgE, and antiallergy marker IgG4 peanut
Models that included a time effect improved upon the null
model that adjusted only for subject variation providing further
evidence of intervention effectiveness in reducing patient skin
test response and peanut specific IgE levels (LR tests, p<0.001,
Tables 1 and 2). After the 12 month intervention, 29.4% of the

J Allergy Ther, Vol.10 Iss.2 No:289

51 patients achieved a SPT wheal size <3 mm and 9.8% a sIgE
value <0.35 kU/L. In 7.8% both RAST and SPT benchmarks
were achieved by the study endpoint. As expected, the antiallergy marker IgG4 peanut (μg/ml) increased in nearly all
patients (p<0.001) (Figure 3). On average, IgG4 peanut
increased to 11.2 times the baseline value in the random effects
model (Table 4). This was similar to the estimate based on the
population average approach (10.4x).
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Figure 3: Describes random intercepts and random slopes in model examining IgG4 peanut (µg/ml) in 51 patients before and after participation in
the Tolerance Induction Program (TIP). Delta determined using generalized linear mixed effect model with specification of gamma distribution and
log link (note: pre values=0 mcg/ml were coded to 10 (µg/ml) in order to perform glmer analyses).
Table 3: Peanut specific IgE (kU/L) estimated under two model assumptions (random intercept and fixed slope, random intercept and random
slope). Model parameters and effects are described for both modelsa.
Model term estimates on the log scale (∆ is in original
units)
M1 Random Intercept and Fixed Slope

M2 Random Intercept and Random
Slope

Model Summary
σs

1.361

2.344

σt:s

----

2.063

σ

0.626

0.0001

J Allergy Ther, Vol.10 Iss.2 No:289
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µ (SE), p-value

3.055 (0.278), p<0.001

3.102 (0.328), p<0.001

α1 (SE), p-value

-0.780 (0.097), p<0.001

-0.535 (0.289), p=0.064

∆, slope=EXP(α1)

∆=0.458, assume fixed slope

∆=0.586, assume random slopes Median
∆=0.435 IQR [0.258, 0.708]

PRE estimated intercept on original scale=EXP(µ)

21.2 kU/L

22.2 kU/L

POST estimated from pre intercept value=∆*PRE

9.7 kU/L

13.0 kU/L

LR test

M1 vs. M0 b,

M2 vs. M0 b,

Χ2(1), p<0.001

Χ2(3), p<0.001

aThe generalized linear mixed modelling procedure with specification of gamma family and log link; bModel was compared to the reduced model
(M0) that assumed no intervention effect (random intercept only) by calling ANOVA on the fitted object and performing the LR test on variance
components using the χ2 distribution; σ=standard deviation for random effects on log scale; σs=subject standard deviation; σt:s=effect of
difference from pre to post variability across subjects standard deviation; σ=error standard deviation; µ=overall intercept (coefficient for fixed effect
for peanut specific IgE in pre period on log scale); α1=coefficient for fixed effect of time (pre vs. post) on log scale; ∆ represents the multiplicative
effect on the original scale determined by exponentiation (e.g. ∆ of 0.586 would indicate expected reduction to 58.6% of original value, say from
22.2 to 13.0=(0.586*22.2 kU/L)).

Table 4: IgG4 peanut (µg/ml) estimated under two model assumptions (random intercept and fixed slope, random intercept and random slope).
Model parameters and effects are described for both modelsa.
Model term estimates on the log scale (∆ is M1 Random Intercept and Fixed
in original units)
Slope
M2 Random Intercept and Random Slope
Model Summary
σs

0.783

1.546

σt:s

----

2.843

σ

0.91

0.00007

µ(SE), p-value

7.257 (0.216), p<0.001

6.633 (0.217), p<0.001

α1(SE), p-value

2.250 (0.225), p<0.001

2.547 (0.398), p<0.001

∆, slope=EXP(α1)

∆=9.484, assume fixed slope

∆=12.769 Median ∆=11.2 IQR [6.0, 35.6]

1418 µg/ml

760 µg/ml

13448 µg/ml

9704 µg/ml

M1 vs. M0,

M2 vs. M0,

Χ2(1), p<0.001

Χ2(3), p<0.001

PRE estimated
scale=EXP(µ)
POST estimated
value=∆*PRE

intercept

from

on

pre

LR test

original

intercept

aThe generalized linear mixed modelling procedure with specification of gamma family and log link; bModel was compared to the reduced model
(M0) that assumed no intervention effect (random intercept only) by calling ANOVA on the fitted object and performing the LR test on variance
components using the χ2 distribution; σ=standard deviation for random effects on log scale; σs=subject standard deviation; σt:s=effect of
difference from pre to post variability across subjects standard deviation; σ=error standard deviation; µ=overall intercept (coefficient for fixed effect
for IgG4 peanut in pre period on log scale); α1=coefficient for fixed effect of time (pre vs. post) on log scale; ∆ represents the multiplicative effect
on the original scale determined by exponentiation (e.g. ∆ of 12.769 would indicate expected increase 12.8 times the original value, say from 760 to
9704=(12.769*760 kU/L)).
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DISCUSSION
Peanut immunotherapy via TIP provides a promising treatment
option for peanut allergic children. Reductions in peanut
specific SPT and IgE culminating with peanut desensitization
from TIP intervention is evident. After adjusting for variation in
baseline levels and TIP effect across subjects, baseline wheal size
and peanut specific IgE were reduced to an average 43%
(p<0.001) and 44% (p=0.064) of baseline values. Although the
reduction in sIgE was only borderline significant in the random
intercept and random slope model, the likelihood ratio test
indicated improvement over the null model of no treatment
effect (p<0.001). Under the assumption of fixed slope (same
effect across patients), but random intercepts (differences in
baseline values) the intervention effectively reduced peanut
specific IgE to 46% of the baseline level (p<0.001). Reflective
potentially of the immunological improvements, the adverse
event rate during one year post treatment was negligible.
Similarly, a high level of reported compliance was noted in this
cohort.
In a double blind, randomized control trial examining effect of
AR101 in oral immunotherapy (OIT) for peanut allergy in 55
subjects 4-26 years of age, Bird et al. [17] estimated treatment
effect on peanut SPT wheal diameter of -7.0 mm (95% CI -9.9,
-4.1) [15]. Applying their population average approach, median
wheal size in our patients similarly decreased from 14 to 4 mm,
p<0.001. We anticipate that accounting for variations in
intercepts and slopes in the Bird et al. [17] study would translate
to slightly lower effect size, although likely still significant based
on our study. In an earlier report, Tang et al. [18] reported
outcomes from a randomized trial in 1-10 year olds comparing a
combined therapy comprising a probiotic together with peanut
OIT (PPOIT) to placebo [16]. They reported on the last day of
treatment an average SPT wheal size of 14 mm (SD=5.6) in the
placebo group compared to 4.8 (SD=4.0) in the PPOIT group
translating to a difference of -9.7 mm (-12.3, -7.11), p<0.001.
Again, the net effect was similar to that observed in our cohort.
The STOP II randomized controlled crossover trial compared
the efficacy of active OIT (protein doses of 2-800 mg/day) with
controls in 104 children aged 7-16 year in the UK [17,19]. They
reported significant decreases in peanut specific IgE (kU/l),
p<0.001, but did not show differentials in peanut SPT wheal
diameter between groups (p=0.60) after 6 months of
intervention. Historical OIT studies achieve a reduction in
peanut specific sIgE and SPT at the cost of daily compliance and
elevated frequency of adverse systemic reactions. Contrasting
approaches, TIP demonstrates similar or improved reduction in
peanut specific allergic markers while maintaining near zero
significant adverse events, and the benefit of one week sustained
unresponsiveness. TIP compliance over 80% for one year is
reflective of the ease of once weekly 30 g protein dose cycles and
the complete freedom to eat up to 1 g of peanut protein ad lib.
Our findings should be interpreted with consideration to study
limitations. This is a descriptive study that did not include a
randomized control group for comparison. A limitation
overcome in this study compared to prior reports is the
adjustment for random effects. Caregiver goals of peanut allergy
J Allergy Ther, Vol.10 Iss.2 No:289

therapy for their child were not quantified for evaluation,
although most often was similar to reason reported in article by
Greenhawt et al. [20] which was for their child to develop a
buffer against an unintentional peanut exposure [18]. The
sample size did not provide adequate power to examine
potential confounding and modifying effects of Ara h
components, IgG4 peanut, and associated markers on primary
outcomes SPT peanut and sIgE. Additional demographic
characteristics of our study population were not abstracted,
limiting inference regarding generalizability of our study
findings.

CONCLUSION
The Tolerance Induction Program (TIP) resulted in significant
reductions in peanut specific SPT and sIgE in peanut allergic
children and improvement in anti-allergy biomarker IgG4. The
subject specific approach produced more conservative effect
estimates than observed using the population average approach.
Modelling the dynamic nature of baseline and response
variation across subjects is preferable as aligns with the intent of
precision medicine.
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